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Prologue: Traveler’s Tales
There is a place called the Maelstrom Wall.

It sits at the very boundaries of civilization among the stars, a boarder of chaos that guards the
center of the galaxy from those who are too foolish or too adventurous for their own good. In that
region the quantum fronts are piled up one atop the next, the realities that exist between them fleeting
and ephemeral at best. Spacers — those sailors of the stars who manned the ships of the region — were
versed in a diversity of magic and skill that dwarfed the knowing of most men. Yet it was not enough,
for the Maelstrom Wall raged against such Order and would throw reality after reality against the hull
of a spacers ship until it found that place and time where a spacer crews knowledge, equipment and
manna was not enough. When that happened, the Maelstrom Wall exacted its victory with a toll of
blood.

A spacer’s life was a flirtatious dance with death.
Yet still the spacers came in their globe-like ships with their unkempt appearance and their cold

eyes. They danced the dance again and again — no small few of them for the last time. It was there;
there among the straining rigging and weary magical incantations that stood between existence and
beyond; there among the impossible worlds and regions where everything was possible and nothing
was likely; there in the most dangerous region in all the stars that the Yar trees grew.

The Yar tree is a magnificent specimen. Entire forests of them, each ranging from fifty to two
hundred feet tall would grow to full maturity within a year only to vanish completely by the following
season. Their great branches seemed to reach up toward the stars, their leaves forming a layer of dappled
sunlight far below among their roots. They thrived amid the chaos. Indeed, many of the learned that
had studied them believed that it was the horrible entropy of the Maelstrom Wall itself upon which they
lived. Their like was not know anywhere else among the galactic disk. Most importantly, however,
their sap — called Yardow — was one of the rarest and most sought after commodities in all of known
space. Yardow had the amazing ability to suspend gravity within its confines and could be refined into
a hard resin. The result was that even a small amount of yardow could contain a quantum black-hole
with perfect safety and portability. Every synthetic mind known to exist was based on this very phe-
nomenon. No TFP processor from one end of the galaxy to the other could exist without a yardow-resin
mounting for a quantum black-hole.

To obtain a shipment of yardow was to ensure ones comfort for life.
Each place in the galaxy holds its own tales and legends but none more so than the Maelstrom

Wall. The stakes were high but the rewards were beyond avarice. Such elements were unquestionably
the fertile, if uncertain, ground for many a dire traveler’s tale.
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Alpha: Log of the Knight Fortune
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Chapter 1. L’Zari
His name was L’Zari.

He gripped the thrumming stay line, his youthful hands white, drained of blood in his fear and
desperation. A snarling wind whipped his hair about his face, belying the fact that he was inside the
protective dome of the ship. How could a wind blow inside the ship, his mind raged. How, indeed, he
thought savagely, could anything that he had experience over the last few weeks be real.

His legs were braced against the grandyard boom some thirty feet above the deck. L’Zari had
inconspicuously slipped both feet underneath the stay cables running the top length of the massive yard
despite the warnings of the other spacers that he might just loose a foot that way. The youth had gone
beyond caring as he clung high in the rigging of the starship. He knew little of the trade in any event,
which, he suspected, is why his fellow spacers had seen to it that he was hanging here in the midst of a
quantum gale.

All about him, up ratlines and occasionally across the backstays, the spacers moved nimbly
from task to task as they were called out from the deck below them. L’Zari knew they were watching
him with great amusement, his discomfort and open-faced fear a definition of their own superiority
here in the rigging. They meant to teach him his place.

He already knew his place, he thought grimly — and he fervently hoped that it was a place back
down there on the deck swinging far below him. At least there you didn’t have quite so far to fall, he
thought angrily to himself. At least when you fell down below you had a much better chance of actually
hitting the deck instead of missing it altogether and falling into the stars.

The stars. He looked up the mast toward those same romantic stars that had called him here —
or so he had fancied in his imagination that they had done so. They were there; so many and so bright.
There were far more than one might expect here as they dodged their way among the brilliantly lit dust
clouds surrounding the ship. Such places toward the rim would have obscured most of the stellar
bodies beyond them and limited ones view to the few stars between them and the great clouds that hung
in interstellar space. Not here. Here the ship rushed upward along the Maelstrom Wall. The vicious
curtain of quantum fury at the very edge of the galactic core. Here the stars were so thickly clustered
that it was difficult to avoid stars even when boring down a tunnel through the nebular mass itself.

The ship to which he clung so desperately was rushing upward through just such a cavernous
drift in the Wall itself. The Knight Fortune — a ludicrous name, chosen by an apparent idiot — was of
Aendorian design or at least had been crafted on that world after the manor of the core explorers. Her
shape was generally spherical, compressed somewhat along her vertical axis so that her cross-section
suggested something of an oval. The hull forming the bowl-like bottom of the ship swept upward into
three great, curving prows that arched over the main deck until they nearly touched the mast. The
ancient Aendorian totemic forms and symbols covered the hull itself which, if the legends were true,
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would have been grown to this exact shape by the mystic artists of that world. The main deck was
cradled within the triple fingers of those prows with access to the several decks below and the massive
cargo hold now filled.

Running through it all was the drive-tree — the core of the ship. It began beneath the center of
the hull with the massive keelbob — another foolish spacer name, L’Zari thought. He couldn’t see it
now but had gotten a good look at its brilliant brass finish tooled down to a spike when the ship had
been careened on Ek’nar a few weeks ago. The keelbob alone was nearly four times his own height.
From the bob extended the mast itself up through the center of the intervening decks and past clear
bubble of the atmosphere of the deck-shield into the vacuum itself. Along the drive-tree were mounted
several booms. Lanyards to each from the deck below repositioned them as the prevailing quantum
weather dictated. It was the drive-tree that dragged the ship upward into the stars, the ship’s direction of
motion following the same line as that of the mast. The Aendorian ships didn’t sail across space so
much as up into it.

In calmer weather, the various crystal focus booms would only need to be repositioned now and
then as the ship passed from one quantum zone to another. Then the spacers would climb the ratlines
into the rigging and reposition the various booms with their braces and incant their magical spells to
simulate whatever drive system functioned in the new zone. Spacer magic was powerful, as everyone
knew, and rare it was that a good spacer crew couldn’t come up with some kind of configuration that
didn’t put the mystic wind into the various sheets of light, crystal, plasma or flesh that would bring
them home again.

But the weather was not calm. The rapid shifts between the quantum fronts near the core brought
with it a terrible price to the spacers who braved its reach. The quantum fronts came quickly here: a
succession of realities which constantly challenged the integrity of the drive-tree and its configuration.
The spacers fought it in the rigging, swinging the booms wildly as they fought chaos itself from mo-
ment to moment, altering their incantations and their mystic spells with each new reality as it came.

Sailing the Maelstrom Wall was a challenge even in the best of times. One would normally take
the changes slowly and accept the fact that your transit from system to system would take a lot more
time that you would prefer. Move slowly. Take your time. Better to get there late than not at all.

None of which would do right now, L’Zari reminded himself. He twisted his head and looked
down his right shoulder. The rat lines, rigging and mast ran down dizzyingly below him to the deck. He
dreaded the sight but needing to know.

There, just as the ship’s hull yawed to starboard, he saw it. A dull, orange-red mottled hull. It
was smaller than his merchant ship but apparently every bit as nimble and swift. The arched cone of the
aft hull casing projected horns forward and encompassed the raider’s main deck. He could see vague
shadows moving there, could somehow sense their hunger for his own ship.

It was a Gorgon ship.
That wasn’t entirely true, he reminded himself. The ship itself was of an old K’tan design or, at

least, that is what Old Phin had told him when the other ship made its first pass at them. It was the
ensigns they were flying that betrayed their true intentions. L’Zari could still see the great ensign
trailing down the hull from one of the horned mounts — a bright red swath of cloth bearing the white
Gorgon’s skull with a saber passing through one eye socket. That left no doubt to it — it was Marren-
kan. No other ship dared fly such a flag. No other buccaneer had such a reputation for dread.

The hull of the Knight Fortune swung across the vision of the raider. In his musings, L’Zari was
unprepared for the unexpected roll of the ship to port. His body swung away from the boom, his feet
slipping from under the stay cables. In sudden panic, the boy gripped the rat lines even tighter as he
found himself suddenly suspended by his arms alone high above the shifting deck. He cried out against
the howling winds whipping about him but his voice sounded hollow and small in his own ears. The
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ship suddenly pitched upward through another break in the nebula clouds above him, swinging him
wildly and slamming him against the mast itself. The sudden impact pressed the wind out of his lungs.
Gasping and dazed, he loosened his grip.

The lines, backstays, halyards, mast and booms swung crazily around him. I let go! His mind
screamed at him as he flailed through the hurricane, searching for something to which he might hold.
Falling ... he felt himself falling for the longest time...

Suddenly he stopped and spun madly about. The world was a blur until something grasped his
leg then gathered the front of his tunic in its massive hand. L’Zari shook his head, trying to clear the
bleariness from his eyes. In a moment the focused fairly well but still had trouble holding steady, as
they still tried to follow the spin that his inner ear told him he still was experiencing. Unstable as his
sight seemed to be he was pretty sure that he was hanging somehow from the rigging directly over the
face of his father.

“Boy?” An angry face with bright squinting eyes was staring up at him not a hands-breadth
from his own face. A broad nose and a stubble length beard filled his vision. “This is certainly no time
to be hanging about!”

“Sorry, father,” L’Zari said miserably.
In a single motion, the man pulled a broad knife and cut the safety-line that suspended L’Zari

over him. The moment the boy was free, the man moved aside to allow the boy to fall the rest of the
way to the hard planks below.

L’Zari landed painfully and, groaning pulled himself up to sit. At least I’m back on the deck, he
thought as he rubbed his right shoulder.

L’Zari’s father — whom all the ship knew only as ‘Kip’ — stood over him, his legs spread wide
on the moving deck and paying not the least bit of attention to the plight of his own son.

It was understandable, L’Zari thought ruefully. The old man had known this ship intimately for
the last seven years. He had only known his son for three weeks so it wasn’t hard to guess where his
affections lay.

L’Zari’s mother — K’thari — had come from one of the greater, honored houses in the Far
Trade Coalition. Interstellar trade was, or so they believed, invented by them and was therefore, on
almost any level you could name, a concept which they owned. His mother had been raised, unfortu-
nately, in a somewhat sheltered atmosphere. The best tutors did all her schooling at home lest she be
corrupted by any outside influence into ideas that were contrary to her clan. Her friends were selected
for her. Her activities were planned for her. In time she was deemed sufficiently competent to actually
go out on her own and face the galaxy but K’thari hadn’t quite set in their mold. She found excitement
in the greater galaxy that unfolded around her — especially in the arms of a forbidden and roguish free-
trade captain with the brilliant blue eyes and confident manor. He filled her mind with visions and tales:
stories of the great treasures of the Core and his passion for it. The romance of his tales wove a passion
in her that all the mythology of the ancient clans never inspired.

To the shame of the entire trade house, the roguish captain was soon gone again to dance
romantic dreams among the stars and K’thari was left with the reality of a child. No less love was
bestowed on the boy as he grew — he wanted for nothing and his training was as thorough as his
mother’s had been. Yet it had always been understood that while he was of the family and cared for,
there would never be a place for him in the family trade.

In time his mother’s over protective dictums became sentences of doom and the atmosphere of
the clan compound a sour breath in his lungs. So, with what power and money he could muster, he
determined to show them all how worthy he was of their name and right a few wrongs along the way.
He made his way into the stars and found, at last, his legendary father.

The legend had diminished considerably now that he had suffered with him for three weeks.
“Avast aloft!” Kip cried out through his cupped hands. “Mystic’s shifting five points down!
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Stay with her, lads! Squeeze that tree! We need all the speed she can give!”
“Father...” L’Zari began.
“Call me Kip, boy,” the Captain said without looking down from the rigging. “I’ve not time for

anything longer than Kip, Boy-out-of-Nowhere.”
“Fine. Kip, then,” the youth said once again beating down the hope that he could have any real

relationship with this brute that had sired him. “Just what is it that we’re doing?”
“Well, boy, there’s only two things you can do when a Gorgon prepared to board you.” The

Captain continued to inspect the latest changes in the rigging of the ship. “You can either fight them
and seal yourself to a fate worse than death itself — or you can surrender your cargo willingly at their
first warning shot.”

The vertical rush of the nebula clouds became more pronounced around them and the ship took
on more speed, giving the impression that the ship was rocketing straight upward into the clouds. It was
not a comfortable feeling for L’Zari.

Suddenly, three bolts of energy flashed around the hull from behind. The deck lurched suddenly
as two additional shots connected with the hull.

“Right, two things ... so which are we doing?”
“We’re doing the third thing,” Kip said through a sneer as he strode quickly to the gunnels and

peered into the nebula itself. With careful, deliberate motion, Kip reached into the omnipresent leather
pouch that he had worn slung across his body since they had left E’Knar. From it, he pulled a curious
object — obviously ancient in workmanship yet well cared for and, amazingly, functional. A crystal
globe had been fitted into an ornate mechanical framework. Dim images drifted across its surface
although L’Zari couldn’t make out any meaning from the symbols or images he could see from this
distance — and Kip never allowed him to get any closer that this.
The spacer captain suddenly slapped the side rail with glee and cried out. “That’s it! Helm! Bring us
about: eighty-three degrees port and ten high! Steady that course and prepare to come about!”

“Aye, Kip,” the spacer answered. L’Zari glanced back at the pilot where he lay, his back down
on the pilot’s couch and both large, spoked helm wheels spinning quickly under his hands on either side
of him. The man gazed up the drive tree towering over him and watched the fore-royal mast shift
quickly across the stars to their new heading.

The captain called below. “Guncrews on deck! Prime the cannon and run them up smartly boys!
We’ll only get one pass at this!”

L’Zari shook his head and summoned up all the wisdom that his seventeen years had brought
him. “Sir ... Kip, this is pointless! Why don’t we just give them what they want!”

The Captain turned toward the boy and grabbed his shoulders as he faced them. “Give them
what they want? What they want is my lives blood, boy - my life’s blood! We’ve found the passage and
it’s ours by right. I’ll not give it up! Not to the Gorgon ... not to any beast or man for that matter either!”

L’Zari backed way from his father’s grasp.
“Guns at the read, Kip!” came the distant cry.
“Aye! At my word, Master helmsman, full up on the helm and hold her until I give the word.”

Kip said, turning again to watch the clouds rush downward past them, glancing occasionally at the
globe he still held in his hands.

L’Zari continued to back up until he suddenly bumped into the halyards at the base of the drive
tree. Instinctively, he wrapped both hands around the cable.

Kip raised his hand.
Two more bolts rocked the hull of the ship, accompanied this time by a sickening, splintering

sound and a horrible cry from below decks.
Another heartbeat passed.
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Kip suddenly dropped his arm in signal. “Now!” he shouted, “Helm full up! Stand by the guns!
Fire as we pass over her, boys!”

The clouds suddenly rolled. The mast of the ship pitched upward, spinning the clouds and stars
about them with dizzying speed. L’Zari was completely disoriented and suddenly wondered if he would
be able to keep his meal where it belonged.

The Gorgon, taken by surprise, suddenly hove into view as the Knight Fortune reversed her
course. The shellfish sides of the raider hull seemed to waver in confusion as the guns of the free-trade
merchant ship suddenly opened up, blue plasma balls slamming against the Gorgon’s side.

“Hold her up, helm!” Kip cried.
The free-trader continued its loop, passing the stern of the Gorgon which had only just begun a turn of
her own. Kip’s fire raked the stern of the Gorgon, shattering two of her five drive nodes in the process.

“Now, helm! Hold your course!” Kip bellowed. “Aloft! Brace yourselves!”
L’Zari stared up the mast.
They were heading directly for the Maelstrom Wall.
A ripple of concussions slammed against the hull. L’Zari somehow knew it was a full broadside

from the pursuing Gorgons. The hull slued sideways. He heard main bearing timbers crack.
In that moment they passed into the wall.
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Chapter 2. Bonefield Narrows
The deck below him shuddered horribly, continuing its port side slide. L’Zari continued to hold the
lanyards with a death-white grip, his back against the mast. There was damage up there, he knew. He
could feel more than hear the cracking of timber overhead and the flailing of newly freed lines and
cables. The ship had passed into a massive quantum wave and was floundering in its passage.

The youth glanced again at his father. Kip was gripping the starboard helm wheel though L’Zari
couldn’t be sure whether he was holding the wheel steady in the gale or the wheel was holding him up.
The atmosphere in the ship sang in the wires of the rigging, moaning horribly with a wind driven by the
quantum flux of the massive wave they were passing through. Eternity lived in those few seconds...

Suddenly the ship emerged from the wave and, in an instant later, passed into a clearing in the
nebular cloud.

L’Zari’s jaw dropped.
The sky was all massive, billowing clouds of white shaded with pastels. The suns, which show

beyond the clouds, filled the area with soft light. Floating serenely all about them were thousands of
unimaginably small worlds — islands of lush vegetation and water barely five to ten miles across at the
very most. Their shapes were somewhat irregular, which lead L’Zari to think of them as asteroids more
than worlds, per se. The youth was amazed to watch a particularly massive one pass fairly close to the
port side as the ship continued forward rather smoothly now. Beyond the side-rail, he saw great water-
falls emptying into what appeared to be a large lake. Indeed, there seemed to be a storm building to one
side of the lake. The clouds there were laced with lightening. The entire planetoid quickly passed astern
of the ship. Looking up the mast, L’Zari saw the ship weaving its way through literally thousands of
such small worlds.

“By the Nine,” L’Zari whispered to himself.
Kip had released the wheel to the helmsman but seemed more intent that ever. At least he no

longer needed to yell over the gale — the atmosphere on deck seemed to have calmed to a nearly
frightening stillness. His voice was firm but no longer a full voiced yell. “Guncrews! Stand down and
secure! Master Phin!”

“Aye, sir!” the first mate answered at once.
“Have the spacers aloft reconfigure the rig at once. We’re going to make landfall. The ship

needs repairs and I suspect that we’ll need a place to lie quiet and out of site for a while.”
“By your word, sir!”
“Oh, and Master Phin...”
“Aye, sir?”
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“Best get some of the deck crew below and see what can be done to repair the hull. I mean to set
her down in deep water and it wouldn’t do to have some briny sea sloshing about my cabin.”

“Aye, sir,” the first mate smiled tiredly but with good humor, “I’ll have that done, too.”
L’Zari extricated himself from the tangle of lanyards he had wrapped himself in and moved

toward his father. “Sir?”
The Captain turned away from the youth and looked up the mast intently, “Master Orlath, keep

a weather eye out in these parts. Those worlds may look the size of pebbles but, if the maps hold true,
they’ve got a gravity well deep enough drag this old girl down. Steer a course midspace between them
as best you can and try not to venture too close until its time for landfall. Keep your speed high, Master
Orlath — our friends aren’t done with us yet.”

“Aye, Captain.”
“Sir?” L’Zari wouldn’t be put off that easily. “Captain!”
“Master Dupak?” The Captain continued to the quartermaster, the next officer available on

deck.
“Aye, sir?”
“We’ll be making landfall soon and with a little fortune from the stars beat the Gorgon to their

own prize. You’ll need to organize a party to go ashore.” The Captain eyed the quartermaster know-
ingly. “You do know what we are looking for, don’t you?”

“Oh, aye, sir,” the quartermaster responded slyly. “I do indeed.”
The large man turned and flashed a brilliant smile. “That’s Kip, boy — Kip! Kip of the Core!

Kip of the Knight Fortune! You can do it, boy! Call me Kip!”
“All right — Kip then! What is this place?” the young man said, gesturing with his arms toward

the clouds streaming down around them.
Kip’s smile deepened — something that L’Zari did not think possible. He spoke to the quarter-

master but his eyes never left the boy. “Master Dupak, this boy is lost! Have you ever seen the like in
the stars? Perhaps you could show him the way? I think I may have just found the first volunteer for
your excursion!”

L’Zari blinked, not sure of what he was getting himself into. “Excursion? Excursion to ... where?”
His father stepped up to him, grabbing his arm painfully. “To where the legends end! To the

place where dreams are real and all the stars can be laid at your feet if you’ve got the will to take them!”
L’Zari stared back at him, uncomprehending.
“This is Bonefield Narrows, boy,” the old spacer winked. “The last place the Nightsword was

ever used — and the first place to start looking for it.”

* * * * *

A wide river cascaded down over the rocks before it dropped into the small cove, its rushing
sound overpowering the gentle rustle of the towering trees and the gentle lapping of the waves over the
sand. Indeed, the great Yar trees arched over the shore itself forming a partial canopy over the white
sands of the shoreline and bringing delicate shade to the impossibly bright flowers that inundated the
forest floor. For untold time it had remained in this tranquil state — a pristine and unspoiled paradise
lost to the knowledge of visual acuity sensors that might appreciate its vistas or olfactory receivers that
might find bliss in their clean smells. The rhythms of the little bay remained constant and unchallenged
save by its own nature — itself a rhythm of its own.

Now the rhythm changed. From the glowing clouds that were its perpetual sky, a dark shape
descended over the sea beyond the bay’s craggy, mountainous gates. It quickly moved across the water
and over the bay itself, a deep thrumming accompanying its motion. It was a three-prowed ship; it’s
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scarred hull balanced, so it seemed on an ornamental brass top. The ship slowed its forward motion
even as it began to descend into the waters of the bay. The bronze ornament cut into the water with a
swishing sound louder than the cascade but minor compared to the wake caused as the hull itself settled
into the water.

Though there no one ashore to record the event, the micro-world was about to be violated for
the second time.

* * * * *

“Sir — Captain — Kip,” the boy said between gasps for air, “where are we going?”
The jungle forest had looked inviting enough when they had rowed ashore but the longer he

was in it, the less inviting it had become. While the temperature was not particularly high, the level of
humidity was staggering. L’Zari hadn’t been outside the atmosphere bubble of the Knight Fortune for
more than a few seconds before he was sure that he was going to sweat away every drop of liquid in his
body. Deep within the undergrowth, the air had become even more oppressive.

They had started up following the river inland but that effort proved to be far easier in theory
than it was in practice. The river course was arduous and often impassible. When the river offered no
path, they had been forced to push, hack and climb their way through nearly three miles of dense brush,
or so Old Phin had informed him a short time before. It certainly seemed like they had worked harder
than merited three meager miles.

Now they stood at the base of another impossible cascade. Kip-lei stood knee deep in the swirl-
ing waters and, for the hundredth time that day reached into the hard leather bag at his side and pulled
out a curious instrument — a glass globe with brass fittings — and stared into it.

“Not much further,” the captain said.
“What is that thing, sir?” L’Zari said somewhat peevishly. “You trying to tell us our fortunes?”
“Fortunes, indeed, boy,” Kip smiled. “I believe that you are quite correct.”
“So, what is it?”
“A little piece of mythology that I picked up while we were downport on T’kan.” Captain Kip-

lei gazed up the water-veiled rocks as though somehow his concentration would allow him some sort of
additional vision beyond their crest. “Actually, I’m just borrowing it from the captain of that Gorgon
crew we’ve been trying to outrun.”

“Marren-kan?” L’Zari nearly choked on his own spit. “That thing belongs to Marren-kan!”
“Well,” Kip replied, carefully replacing the ornate globe back in the leather pack, “who actually

owns something that old, anyway? Besides, Old Marren-kan didn’t know exactly where to find the
Bonefield Narrows so, it wasn’t that it was doing the old spacer any good, now, was it?”
L‘Zari’s voice sounded incredulous even in his own ears. “Do you think he knows where it is now?

“Well, yes, I’m sure that he’s quite well aware of the location of the Narrows now that we’ve
showed him the way. Of course, there are nearly fifteen thousand large planetoids here to keep him
occupied not to mention the smaller rocks that will naturally hamper his navigation. He’s got a lot of
ground to search in order to find our little prize and us. With any good fortune, we should be well on our
way by the time he gets around to this bit of rock.” Kip breathed in deeply and blew out a great breath.
“All life is a percentage, boy, remember that. Gain’s price is risk. You could have stayed in that nice
warm bed of yours surrounded by your mother and all your soft, safe aunts and uncles making their
way through life on a margin of six-percent annually growth return on their investments. What brings
you out to the wildlands of the inner frontier, eh? Why are you challenging the Maelstrom Wall?”

L’Zari looked away into the swirling waters of the pool at the cascade’s base. The answer to that
question was so charged that he didn’t think he could possibly put it into words alone. Worse than that,
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the emotions involved he wasn’t ready to express even if he wanted to. How could he tell this man that
a boy needed a father? How could explain the hole that Kip-lei had left in both his own life and that of
his mother? It was a void that threatened to overcome him — a right that he had hoped he could right.
Yet everything had gone so differently from what he had dreamed of — none of his visions, hopes and
imaginations had come about since he had arrived unbidden and somewhat awkwardly aboard his
father’s free-trade merchant ship. How could he explain that everything he was looking for was bound
up in the actions and acceptance of the man standing before him — and that he had no clue how to
obtain it?

“I guess I was looking for something,” was all he managed to say at last.
Kip shook his head with a snort. “Go back to your mother, boy! It’s high stakes and death out

here. You’re not ready to roll the dice with the universe yet.”
“Yes I am!” L‘Zari blustered suddenly, his face reddening in the sudden anger of youth. “I’m

here, aren’t I? No one made me come! No one’s making me go back, either!”
“Aye, you’re here, all right,” Kip said somewhat thoughtfully. Was there kindness and under-

standing behind that voice? L‘Zari couldn’t be sure, and in any event the moment passed quickly.
“Still, I don’t know yet if you’re brave and green or just plain stupid. Time tells; it always does.”

L‘Zari looked up into his father’s eyes. Was this it, then? Was this some sort of test?
Kip breathed in deeply and blew it out forcefully. “Soon, indeed, we’ll know if this little bauble

is true. Up lads! It’s time to see if the quest was worth the price. What we’ve come for is just atop that
rise.”

“What of the Gorgons, Captain?” A flicker of doubt could be heard in the quartermaster’s voice.
“They’re out there, looking for us — make no mistake about that. By the time they find this

place, though, we’ll have been long gone.” The captain turned his smile at them, his fist pounding the
air. “There’s no looking back now. We’ve thrown the dice. Now, let’s claim the prize, lads!”

L’Zari stood with the rest of them. He had undergone his share of examinations under all man-
ors of teachers, wizards, prophets and mystics that the great wealth of the clan houses could provide.
This was one test that he was determined not to fail.
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Chapter 3. Keening
L’Zari had never seen it’s incredible like in all his dreams.
The dense jungle foliage framed the gigantic ancient staircase rising before them. With the

jumble of stones around it’s base and it’s half-covered railings, the stairs gave the appearance of having
been forcefully pressed into the ground, it’s antiquated base rising with strict, linear regularity from a
jumble of overgrown rocks at it’s base. The sloping surface to either side of the stairs showed traces of
gleaming shine under the moss and dung streaked surface. The stairs themselves rose upward under an
arch which curved away from where the youth stood to impossible heights unseen in the distance
overhead. The arch was impossibly wide — the jungle obscured its actual base in the distance — and
far taller than even the tallest buildings of the Fartrade Coalition, some of which were over fifty stories
tall. Beyond the curving peak of the arch above him, L’Zari could see two other peaks curving in from
a great distance that seemed to be evenly placed, their deep metallic blue hazy with distance and
humidity. If they were evenly places around a central point — something which L’Zari considered
likely considering the uniformity of their spacing — then they hung over a complex nearly a quarter of
a mile across.

“By the gods!” breathed Old Phin. The weathered old spacer standing next to L’Zari seemed to
be as much in awe of what they had discovered as the youth was. It was somehow gratifying to L’Zari
to know that. He had been frightened enough these last few days. It was good to know that a wizened
figure of the crew could be dumbstruck just as he had been.

The steps themselves were over thirty feet wide, rising to what appeared to be a landing nearly
seventy feet overhead. In numerous places, dirt and moss had collected about the stairs. Grasses and
small ferns had tried to take root there but found their growth a hard purchase. The stairs were bounded
on both sides by a low wall; each covered with delicately curved symbols from some ancient and
forgotten tongue.

“How could we have missed this from above?” Dupak said, shaking his head as though the act
would somehow clear his own vision of a site that he could not believe.

“I don’t know, lads,” Kip said through a brilliant smile. “Maybe they used some sort of stealth
cloak to keep it hidden. Maybe they’ve got a technology that keeps them hidden.”

“Technology?” Phin snorted. “This things been here from before time itself. There ain’t no
technology that’s good for that long, Captain!”

“Indeed, lads? Do you think so?” Kip again pulled out the small globe from his pouch to gaze
again deep beyond its surface images. L’Zari was suddenly struck with the realization that the globes
strange design fit perfectly with the megalithic architecture soaring above them. “It’s here, lads —
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what we’re after.”
“Just what is that, captain?” Old Phin asked perhaps a bit too pointedly.
“The next step, Phin,” Kip breathed, stepping up onto the first few steps in anticipation. “This

here’s the Cursed Settlement Ship of the Lokan Fleet.”
L’Zari watched Phin’s eyes suddenly go wide. “No, Kip! I’ll not be setting foot in there!”
“Master Phin,” Kip turned his playful eye on his quartermaster, “are you telling me that some

old grandmother’s tale is going to keep you from...”
“Kip! The Cursed Settlement Ship?” Old Phin took a quick pair of steps backward. L’Zari had

watched the man be absolutely fearless in battle not a few hours ago. Now he seemed as afraid as L’Zari
was confused. “Lokan flew in the face of the gods! He lusted after the Queen of Creation — mad for
her he was! Them that followed him was cursed by the gods and if this be the Cursed Settlement —”
Old Phin pointed, his finger quivering as he spoke “— then it be doubly cursed, both by the gods and by
the sorceries of Lokan himself!”

“Old Phin’s right, Kip,” Dupak said, a sweat breaking out suddenly on his baldpate. “Spacer’s
have been telling tales about this place since before we were born. Fanatics, they were: crusading after
a madman who thought he could free the Queen of Creation from the center of the stars.”

“What’s this?” Kip turned around, incredulous. “We stand on the edge of fame and wealth and
you’re standing there quivering over some old granny’s tales?”

“That ain’t no granny’s tale you’re standing on,” Old Phin asserted dubiously.
“No, it ain’t, Phin!” Kip snarled back. “It’s real as the stars and twice as big! That there Lokan

was mad — mad as drunken Midrik — and he lead them people across the disk on a madman’s quest.
He tore across the stars like a terror until he came here — right here, boys! — And left this marker on
the trail for us to follow.”

Kip stepped down toward Dupak. “Lokan’s crusade swept across the stars, boys, and it swept
clean: the wealth of a dozen worlds fell to him and his fleet. He’d stolen the Nightsword — remember,
boys — and with it in his hands nothing could stand to hinder him.

“Well, Lokan passed the Maelstrom Wall and never came back. He took with him all that won-
derful wealth and that wonderful sword and became a bedtime story for you ‘brave’ spacers to fear. But
he ain’t a story now, Old Phin, my friend! It’s here and it’s real. Lokan’s treasure was a curse to him,
true enough, but it ain’t cursed to us — it’s just been waiting for us to liberate it, so to speak, from it’s
terrible condition.”

“But, Kip . . .” Phin started again.
“Think of it, lads!” Kip pressed on, holding out the ornately mounted globe before them. “The

ancient wealth of the Lost Empire — just waiting for us.”
Dupak and Phin looked at each other hesitantly.
“Boy!” the Captain said sharply turning his gaze directly into L’Zari’s eyes. “Will you let these

granny tales tie you up with fear?”
A test.
“I fear nothing,” L’Zari pronounced with the reckless certainty of his few living years.
With that, L’Zari strode defiantly up the tall stairs.

* * * * *

The deafening rumble of the ancient door resounded and was echoing still as a thin sliver of
dim and flickering orange light pierced the darkness. They were the first rays to penetrate the chamber
in nearly three thousand years. The meagerness of the single illumination gave only a hint of recogni-
tion to the corridor. Shadows on shadows hinted at definition to the eye: the suggestion of sweeping
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arches — the hint of delicate carvings five times a human’s height, all their edges obscured by dust.
All this L’Zari took in with a hesitant glance. His bravado had left him some time earlier. They

had all climbed the tall stairs onto the Settlement Ship. From the upper tiers — what used to be garden
levels but which had apparently long since been overgrown — the general structure of the ship had
been more evident as well as its incredible size. Indeed, there were three curving arms that reached
over from three separate points of the ship, as though cradling it in the arms of metallic-blue rose
pedals. Arches and portals with additional wide stairways had lead to successive levels including the
top that was capped by a three-sided pyramid of transparent material. Everywhere the surfaces were
coated in decaying brown and green smears yet still managed to glint under the light of the many
nearby suns.

Useful as those explorations had been, it was obvious that anything of value would not be
found strewn about the exterior walkways but encased in the hull. The hatchways — more like very
carefully fitted grand doors — resisted their entry with loud protest but which could, ultimately, be
forced.

All of which had seemed, at long last, like the grand adventure L’Zari had imagined his father’s
life to be. Free Traders out among the stars. Explorers in search of treasure and fortune. Yet as they had
made their way deeper into the ever-colder confines of the mammoth settlement ship, his enthusiasm
had waned. Worse, yet, he had taken a wrong turn as they moved through the labrynthian interiors of
the behemoth and had gotten separated from Kip and the rest of the excursion party. Adventure was
well enough, he thought to himself, but suddenly he would have preferred to live it a little less inti-
mately. Indeed, the flickering of the light against the wall was less due to imperfections in the chemi-
cals of his torch than the shaking of his own hand.

His intentions at this point were less in the spirit of adventure and more in the spirit of escape.
For the last twenty minutes — or so he reckoned — he had given up entirely on any dreams of glory,
wealth and adventure and was simply trying to find his way out as quickly as possible. He had tried
doubling back on his original path but had somehow, again, gotten turned around and could no longer
tell if he were getting closer to escape or simply entrenching himself further in this ancient tomb.

Ancient tomb? His own tomb, he thought. L’Zari moved more quietly now. Faint shadows
shifted on the wall as he walked their images just outside of definition. Billows of dust kicked up
around him no matter how carefully he stepped.

Suddenly he stopped.
L’Zari cocked his head.
“Hello?” he asked, tentatively.
It was there — he was sure of it. Somewhere at the edge of his hearing he was sure that he could

hear a voice. He squinted; turning his head slightly from one side to the other, trying desperately to get
some definition and direction to the sound, yet it remained just beyond his comprehension.

He shrugged.
Keep moving, he thought, gazing into the billowing dust just before him so as not to make a

false step in the darkness about him. Just keep moving and you’ll find your way out of here yet. Old
Phin was telling me something about a right-hand rule when you’re in a maze, something about it
eventually...

He stopped again.
“Captain?” he called, his word echoing into the void of the curving hall around him.
Voices. Distant voices.
“Kip?” he called out loudly. “Dupak? Who is it?”
A breeze picked up in the hall, rustling his cloak about him as it danced the dust of the floor into

whirling eddies about the youth.
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“Phin?” he called again with some urgency. Where was the wind coming from?
The dust was being whipped into frenzied, chaotic forms, each shifting about him, stinging him

in his eyes, burning his nostrils. He coughed, blinking furiously at...
A face.
L’Zari caught his breath at the sudden site, choking instantly on the dust. His throat spasmed

but he remained intent on the image floating before him, too terrified to move.
A woman. Beautiful face with graceful features framed in a wrapped hood. Her dark eyes

were...
... Gone.
The image vanished into the dusty swirls careening about his head. His heart racing, L’Zari

wondered in the moment if he had actually seen the thing or if it had been something that he had
imagined in the sputtering light of his torch. Instinctively, he reached out where he thought the image
had been.

The wind moaned about him.
It was a common sound; he tried to tell himself as the unseen zephyr picked up its tempo from

sources still unknown. Yet the common sound in the uncommon place was terribly unnerving. If only
the dust wasn’t in his eyes, he could get a better view of...

A gray hand formed in the dust and beckoned him closer.
L’Zari stepped backward. “Who are you!” he demanded. “What do you want?”
Arms with swords assembled themselves out of the dust and dissolved in the moment. Strong

male torsos, shapely feminine legs each in turn drifted about him in a gray pallor, coalescing from
nothing and evaporating moments later.

“Kip!” the youth yelled, a break in his urgent voice, “Kip! Dupak! Come here! Quickly!”
A face. Another face. Then yet another. Each dragged itself into existence before him from the

swirling dusts. Now they were holding their form longer than before, the hollow darkness of their eyes
no longer beautiful to him but hideous and bottomless.

The winds rose again, their low moan rising to a crescendo wailing.
L’Zari’s eyes went wide with fear.
The faces began to speak.
“N’oflishasta,” they whispered to him, the sounds barely audible over the rising and falling

pitch of the wind about him. “Wilugen abdi tiasa basah Lo’quan ehs.”
What’s wrong, he thought madly. The biosynth implants had made mutual communication some-

thing that one took for granted. What are they trying to tell me? What do they want?
“Go away!” L’Zari screamed. “Get away from me!”
Faces. More faces. Each appeared in turn, ash gray from the dust swirling madly about him.

Their faces were angry; the voice more strident, carrying to him over the howling wind that was a
vortex about him.

Hands formed among the faces. Hands reaching for him.
“NO!” L’Zari screeched more an animal sound than an expressed thought. Panicked, the youth

turned to run, to flee anywhere far from the hideous gray faces with the hollow, hungry eyes.
The ground below his frenzied steps vanished. In an eternal high-pitched scream, L’Zari tumbled

into the darkness, the wind and dust following him down.
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Chapter 4. Celestial Tomb
He fell with the ghosts of the dust, whirling with their faces and their hands and their horrible vacant
eye sockets drifting in and out of existence under the rustling light of the flare which somehow he still
gripped in his hand. He heard his own panicked screamed echoing up in the shaft above him, his voice
sounding distant and hollow in his own ears. His screams were not alone. The whining shriek of the
wind about him rose to a crescendo of voiced agony and despair.

L’Zari’s terror was complete as he flailed at the partial gray faces about him. Each face ex-
ploded at the passing of his arms only to be reborn again as two or three new shrouded visages of
swirling dust. He could not touch them but they could touch him in turn, their hands reaching out to him
with the chill of a winter gale. They spun him; tipped him; twisted him about in their icy grasp. More
solid now, more substantial, they grasped his legs and arms. L’Zari kicked and struggled but they were
legion and his strength soon waned. He wondered when they would kill him and if there were things
more terrible than death that they had in mind for him.

He realized with a start that he was no longer falling but flying down the center of an immense,
curving corridor. In his surprise, he ceased struggling and found himself supported by the ash formed
incarnations whirling about him. They held him upright, his legs held together below him, his chest and
head slightly forward with both arms extended to either side. He fancied himself in his madness the
figurehead on a ship, the prow of some ghostly cavalcade roaring with a hurricane voice behind him.

The howling about him increased. A hundred appalling faces formed and reformed about him,
each of them facing forward in the direction of their travel. L’Zari stared with them, his voice hoarse
with his own fear. The end of the corridor was rapidly approaching: a wall whose golden ornaments
flickered in the light of his rapidly approaching torch. The youth’s eyes went wide at the thought of the
impending calamity: slamming at such horrible speed into the all too solid reality of the wall before
him. Yet in the moment the wall itself proved to be a massive bulkhead door that rolled back into the
wall with incredible speed for its apparent size.

Moments later, the keening subsided and the gale softly subsided. L’Zari shook as the chill
hands lowered him gently to the floor of the chamber. The youth’s legs would not support him and he
collapsed as the thick dust surrounding him sifted gently down to cover him.

L’Zari shivered there on the ground; unable and unwilling to look at where the ghosts had
brought him. He fought the vague idea of going to sleep — a blessed state of unconsciousness that
would allow him to forget the past few minutes and hope that he would awaken in a better place. The
sensible part of him knew that it simply would not work. That to sleep would be surrender to whatever
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had brought him here. So he lay there debating with himself for some time — how long he could not
say — until, at last, he knew he could open his eyes and try to cope with whatever had overcome him.

His eyes opened slowly to a blurry image. The flare had gone out — he wasn’t sure just how
much time had passed since he arrived. His mind wondered for a time, then, why he could see at all. A
dim, bluish light seemed to come from somewhere far away though he couldn’t be sure. If only he
could see.

L’Zari blinked a few times to clear his vision.
His eyes stared, widening.
He leaped to his feet. His sudden cry was accompanied by a clattering sound echoing into the

enormous space around him. Dust billowed around him from the sudden movement. It was only through
a supreme concentration of will that L’Zari stood still, waiting for the gray powder drifting about him
to once more settle atop the bone fragments scattered all about him.

It was of small comfort but comfort none the less. He thought to calm himself: better to stand
among the dead than to lay with them.

He again opened his eyes. The gentile curve of the chamber walls swept smoothly upward from
the floor to form the ceiling thirty feet above him. He realized that the entire contiguous surface, from
floor to wall to ceiling, was heavily detailed. Mechanism and decoration flowed freely into one another
so that L’Zari couldn’t tell where the machines ended and the art began. The chamber appeared to be
several hundred feet in diameter, it’s far wall invisible through the dust drifting in the air.

A massive cluster of rods from the ceiling projected a dim column of light onto a raised plat-
form in the center of the great circular room. L’Zari thought that the light must actually be passive light
from outside conducted here by some sort of optical fibers. Natural light in this unnatural place.

Everything seemed to focus toward the raised platform. The column of light centered there. The
radial lines of the room converged there. Even the...

He caught his breath. Even the bones lying about him, he realized, were all facing the central
platform. He had scattered several of them in his earlier panic but as he examined the floor further out
from where he stood, the symmetry was evident. The thick layer of dust softened the lines but the
evidence was still there. Skulls, as far as he could see, were all were facing with sightlessly toward the
platform. Collapsed rib cages behind them with curled legs. Each set in precise rows. Humorous,
radius, ulna — all softly blanketed in gray and each outstretched above the skulls, reaching forever
toward the center of the room.

He could picture it as he stood in the stillness. Here they knelt. Here they bowed. Here they
died.

“By the gods!” he whispered in awe and fright.
He heard the moaning once more as a chill breeze drifted past him. He caught his breath, not

daring to move.
The dust scattered around his feet in the eddies and currents of the shifting air. Then, as he stood

as frozen in place, the air rushed past him. Dust softly shifted. Bone fragments quietly clattered to one
side or another. Clean floor was revealed, shining in the dim light.

A path.
L’Zari hesitated.
The wind rustled through the folds of his cloak. It played at his hair. It danced in his ears.
“Forgive.”
L’Zari drew in a sharp breath. It was a voice beyond hearing. He knew the biosynth implant had

nothing to do with it. This was something beyond voice or translation — an understanding he could not
deny nor explain.

“What do you want?” the youth asked quietly into the room. His voice sounded too loud in his
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own ears as it echoed softly through the hall.
“Destiny.”
“I don’t under stand,” he whispered.
There was no reply.
L’Zari shook his head. He wondered if he were insane and now living in some horrible hell of

his own creation. No, he decided he wasn’t crazy and if he had somehow found his way into hell then
he would just have to find his way out of it. The thought of stepping among the dead, however, was a
little further than he cared to go. It was obvious where the ghostly wind was leading him. He had a bit
of a problem with the idea that the interests of the spectral faces that had attacked him earlier were most
like NOT his own but there seemed to be no sensible — or, at least, acceptable — alternative at the
moment.

He began, tentatively, to walk down the path.
He was breathing too fast, he realized, but there didn’t seem to be anything he could do about it.

He sweated despite the chill in the enormous room. It was all too horrible but he continued to walk,
setting one foot ahead of the other in light, considered steps. As he moved down the cleared path, he
could see the dust around him reforming at the periphery of his vision. It was as though he was the
center of a circle and as he moved the circle moved with him. Where the circle touched, the dust rose up
on its own, seeking the form of its former self. He dared not look. He knew the bones were rising up
from the ground, the dust of the flesh struggling back towards its remembered form, the robes some-
how taking shape in their ashen remains.

He dared not look.
Out of the corner of his eye, he occasionally noted the dust-robed skulls turning toward him as

he moved.
He dared not look. One step. Then the other.
He heard their voices as he passed them.
“Misery. Forgive.”
L’Zari sensed that as the mystical circle about him left them, their bones drifted silently back to

their place and the dust, he trusted, covered them over as before.
So he hoped. He dared not look.
One step. Then the last.
He stood at the base of stairs rising sharply up the side of the platform. Several large cylinders

of translucent material were imbedded around the octagonal pedestal, their interior reaches dark and as
dead as the bones stretching outward into the chamber. The low wall surrounding the top of the plat-
form had prevented him from seeing what was above him. L’Zari mounted the stairs quickly and stood
at last on the central platform.

The air was as still as the dead.
It was a table — or so L’Zari thought at first glance. There were seven high-backed chairs

surrounding it, each mounted to the massive table base by a metallic arm. Several of the chairs were
swung on these arms away from the table; some swiveled to face outward. There were the vague hints
of control surfaces and blank display screens forming the low wall around the platform but none of
these attracted L’Zari’s attention.

Someone lay slumped over the table.
It had been human — the bone structure was unmistakable. It sat in one of the chairs, dressed in

an ancient, bulky pressure suit — undoubtedly the only thing holding the corpses bones together.
What kind of material could have remained intact over these centuries, L’Zari thought as he

moved closer.
The skull sagged out of the neck-locking ring and lay sideways in a ridiculous tall miter hat that
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was obviously more ceremonial than practical. Clergy or holy man of some type, the youth thought.
The bones of right hand had fallen to the floor, the youth noted, since the end of the suits right sleeve
hung over the edge of the table. The left-hand bones lay extended from the metallic locking ring at the
end of the left sleeve; its index finger extended while the other fingers appeared curled. It was as
though the figure was pointing toward something regarding the map on which the corpse now laid.

The map?
“Hebat!” L’Zari exclaimed.
He rushed forward, leaning over the table to look more closely. L’Zari had done some cartogra-

phy work in his schooling — mostly it had been regarding where the major empires were and what
major trade routes had been established over the years. He loved maps. Maps could take you places in
your mind far from where you were. L’Zari would often examine maps for hours on end and imagine
himself on distant world, all of which were better than the one he was on. Navigational cartography
was an entirely different science, he knew, but he had picked up a few things recently in his travels. The
wind ghosts had led him here — was this the object of their misery?
The map-sheet was unimaginably old yet showed no signs of age. The sheet itself was large — nearly
as large as the youth was tall — and made of some thin shiny material of a basically creamy color. In his
rush to examine it, L’Zari caught his hand on the corner of the map and folded it over under his weight.
L’Zari hurriedly removed his hand but was quite astonished to watch the sheet unfold itself slowly,
leaving no crease line in the materials surface.

L’Zari leaned over the map, taking care not to disturb the long dead spacer laying atop it. Dim
green lines radiated out from one quadrant of the map, their convergence the young man took for the
galactic center. He was amazed to find that if he shifted slightly the map line rotated under his motion,
showing a more dimensional aspect to the representation of stars and grid lines. There was a bright
green line that traced in from the map’s edge and wound its way toward the converging lines but
stopped short of the core itself. L’Zari moved closer to the map; in doing so the region expanded its
detail and view. He saw now that the green line ended in a cluster of hundreds of small objects which .
. .

“Bonefield Narrows!” L’Zari exclaimed aloud, forgetting in his excitement that only the dead
were there to hear him. “That’s Bonefield Narrows!”

It was then that he noticed the dull red line extending past the bright green. It snaked through a
circuitous route, sometimes seeming to double back on itself although with some shifting of his head,
L’Zari could see that the route never crossed itself in three-dimensional space.

The dull red line ended at the very center of the galactic core.
Only the legendary ships of the Lost Empire had ever know the route to the galactic core. They

had never returned. Others had tried to follow them but none had known the way. Now, before L’Zari,
lay the map.

A map which, he suddenly realized, he could not read. The symbols on the map were strange to
his eye and his biolink could not translate the ancient writings of the Lost Empire. Spread before him
were written the secrets of the greatest known treasure in all the galaxy — and he gazed at them as
though he were illiterate.

L’Zari smiled. He may not be able to read a navigation map — but he certainly knew someone
who could.

“I’m sorry, old one,” L’Zari said to the corpse as he moved around the table, “but your time is
past. It’s time you made room for a new age.”

L’Zari put his booted foot against the pressure suit and pushed. The suit toppled out of the seat,
clattering noisily away from the table, the bones rattling against the metal flooring. The skull twisted
away from the other remains and obstinately remained laying on the map still thrust into the tall hat.
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For a moment, L’Zari wondered if his impulsive action might anger the ghosts of the hall but not a
whisper of wind disturbed the still air. With that moment of doubt behind him, L’Zari grasped the edge
of the map and, in a single smooth motion, pulled it free of the table, sending the skull crashing to the
floor, shattering it.

L’Zari folded the map once across the center then unfolded it again. As he suspected, the crease
line vanished at once in the miraculous map face. Smiling, L’Zari began folding the map in earnest, its
size finally manageable as he slipped it into his own leather shoulder bag. He wondered for a moment
if the map would unfold itself in the bag but it seemed to hold its shape well.

He closed the flap on his bag and, well satisfied with his prize returned to the problem of an
exit. He now had something that would make his father notice him, probably even make him proud of
him. That was treasure enough for today.

A loud rumbling to one side of the great chamber disturbed L’Zari’s musings. The young man
recognized the sound as the same he had heard just before he had been ushered into the hall.

Someone was opening one of the massive doors into the hall.
“Father!” L’Zari cried out.
“Aye, son,” came the distant voice.
He ran down the stairs and across the hall, heedless of the dust billowing around his footsteps.

His father was here now and he could afford to be brave.
“Father! Wait ‘til you see...”
He was half way across the chamber before he noticed, in the dim blue light, the towering,

massive figures standing behind Kip-lei. The deep forest green of their scaled hides was unmistakable,
even in the bad illumination of the chamber. L’Zari could sense more than see the flattened muzzles of
their faces and twin sets of ivory horns on their heads. One of them brandished long cutlass blades from
each of its four arms. The other had three arms only but wore several ranks of firearms suspended from
its neck. Both seemed to grin hideously.

The Gorgons had found them.
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Chapter 5. Unfinished Tales
L’Zari tried to turn at the sight of the Gorgons but his footing was unsure. His boots slid through the
dust covering the smooth flooring and he fell. Clouds of gray billowed into the air.

“L’Zari, no!” his father called out. “Stop, boy! Stop!”
“The child have spirit, Kip-lei, I will grant you that,” hissed the three-armed Gorgon through

L’Zari’s biolink. “The same spirit as his father — he can run away with the best of them, I’ll wager: just
as you ran away from me, Kip-lei!”

“Who are you,” L’Zari demanded with a considerably more confidence that he felt.
“Me, child?” the Gorgon replied with a snakish laugh. “You have not the years to deserve my

name!”
“You know him, son,” Kip replied quietly. “We spoke of him earlier.”
“Lord Marren-kan,” L’Zari said flatly.
“Am I that popular?” Marren-kan’s lips curled up over his long canine teeth. “I see that I must

be. Yet for one who is so highly regarded, your father seems to have shown an inordinate lack of
respect. Not only did he see fit to relieve me of one of my own cherished possessions but insisted on
running away from me when I came to reclaim it.”

L’Zari noticed then the highly decorated globe now resting in the Gorgon chief’s extended
hand.

Marren-kan stepped down onto the floor of the chamber, his clawed foot thundering through
the space as his tail rasped through the lower edge of the huge doorway. “What wonderful circum-
stance, would you not agree, small child? All these years I’ve sailed the Maelstrom Wall in search of
this Settlement Ship. I never could understand the images in the globe. To think that all I needed was a
double-talking thief and a swindler to lead me to it.”

The gorgon moved among the bones, kicking at them as gazed down at them. “Wonderful
spectacle,” he hissed almost to himself. “There must be over a thousand of your clan die in here. Pity
that we missed it.”

“I would agree,” L’Zari said evenly.
The gorgon turned to him with a quick motion. Wordlessly he grinned, grasping L’Zari’s neck

completely in his oversized hand and lifted him off the floor.
“No!” shouted his father, rushing forward. “No, Marren-kan! He is the last one! If he dies, who

will bury our dead? Who will tell our tale? Who will sing our songs?”
The pain was excruciating. L’Zari’s vision was filled with drifting white specks floating about

the Gorgon’s hideous face. Slowly, deliberately, the gorgon lowered the young man. L’Zari’s feet found
the ground just after the beast released him. His father caught him, wracked with a choking spasm as he
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fell.
“You know our customs well, little human!” the great Marren-kan intoned with distaste. “You

swear to me that he is the last?”
“I claim this as my right, by the Master’s Name!”
“By your words, then, he is the last,” Marren-kan agreed. “He will bury your dead. He will sing

your songs.”
“Dead?” L’Zari coughed once more. “Father — Kip, what does he mean?”
The old spacer held the young man in his arms and spoke gently to him for the first and last

time. “The Gorgon creeds demand that at least one of their enemy be left alive after a battle so as not to
offend their gods. The survivor is supposed to bury their own dead and live to recount the tale of battle
to the kin of those who lost their lives. I’ve claimed that right for you, my son.”

“Father!” L’Zari began to struggle. “No! The crew...”
“Hold still, boy, there’s not much time.” Kip kept his eyes on the gorgon captain as he spoke in

a rush. “I’m sorry it has come to this, lad. Your mother’s ships have been searching for you — I’ve left
a trail for them to follow although it’ll be tough enough for them to find you here in the Narrows.
There’s plenty about that’s safe to eat and drink until they arrive. Tell your mother that I thought of her
sweetness at the end...”

“Father, no!” L’Zari couldn’t believe he had come this far just to watch his father give up.
“There’s got to be something we can do...”

“The crew is dead already, son — dead if they’re lucky. Gorgons are really amazing healers,
lad. They know more about medicine than any human I’ve ever met does. Sometimes they’ll run a man
through just for the sport of it, then patch him back up at their pleasure, just to run him through again.
Better for the crew that they die now once and for all than die a thousand deaths for the gorgon’s
pleasure. They took Old Phin’s breath just before they found me. I was their last man until we discov-
ered you about. I’d barter for our lives, boy, but there’s nothing I can offer...”

“Wait! Yes there is!” L’Zari’s mind burned with the thrill of it. “I found a map!”
“What, lad?”
“I found a map — a Lost Empire map. It shows the passage to the Core.”
His father smiled. He would always remember that smile.
“Give it to me, lad! Quick! I’ve the devil to deal with!”  The boy quickly pulled the folded map

from his case and handed it to his father. Kip winked at his son and slipped the map into the breast of his
shirt. Standing, he then turned toward the gorgon. “Captain, would you be interested in a proposition?”

“The only proposition, I’ll have of you now is the squeal of your own blood in your throat!”
Marren-kan spit the words, drawing his own twin sabers from both scabbards and thundering toward
the human, his tail flailing in anticipation. “You’ve declared your last man. It’s time to put an end to
your thieving words!”

The both sabers crossed each other, advancing on Kip’s neck.
L’Zari held his breath.
“Not even for the treasure of Lokan?” Kip said, unflinching. “Not even for the passage to the

Nightsword?”
The gorgon stopped. L’Zari waited. He could hear the faint cold sound of steel rubbing against

steel.
“Your deal?” the towering pirate intoned.
The razor edge of both swords hovered only centimeters away from the man’s neck.
“My life for the passage to untold wealth and power,” Kip said calmly. “My life for the secrets

of the core.”
The steel slid backward slightly, away from the old spacer’s throat. “And just where are these
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secrets kept?”
“Here,” Kip smiled, “in my own head.”
The gorgon laughed. It was a hideous sound; deep and rumbling yet spiced with the squeal of

nails on slate. In moments the huge beast was nearly in hysterics, his weapons lowered casually to his
side while his third arm reached out and grasped Kip’s shoulder, seemingly for support.

“You? You know the course of the Lokan Crusade?” the gorgon brayed. “You, who had to steal
my director just to find this place are now telling me you know the way to the core?”

Kip began to laugh as well. “Yes, as a matter of fact I do! I can lead you to the greatest treasure
ever...”

“Liar!” laughed Marren-kan.
The gorgon chief suddenly thrust upward with his swords, holding his target still with his third

hand. Both blades passed straight through the old spacer’s body under the rib cage. The strength of the
blow carried the sabers cleanly through up to the hilts, the blades themselves undeterred by the bones
and spine they passed through. The movement continued upward, the gorgon’s laugh turning suddenly
into a horrendous battle cry of rage. Kip’s body, his face frozen in a mixture of surprise, pain and horror
was lifted clear of the ground, impaled on the blades.

L’Zari screamed and rushed forward but the second gorgon was too quick. A single blow brought
a merciful blackness crashing down on his conscious mind.

* * * * *

L’Zari awoke some time later to the whispering winds in the chamber. A great pool of blood he
discovered nearby and believed it to be that of his father but no trace of the body was to be found. Nor
was there any sign of the map. It was as if both had vanished.

The winds whispered to him again.
“Last one.”
Yes, he remembered. He was the last one.
He staggered about the halls of the Settlement Ship. He wouldn’t recall later how long. All he

could remember was that when he emerged he was ravenously hungry, thirstier still and too tired to
care about either one.

He was the last one.
The ship was floating in the harbor but its mastlines had been cut and the drive tree broken. It

was of little matter since he couldn’t have possibly flown the ship by himself even if he were in one of
the more stable quantum zones of the galaxy.

He was the last one. He salvaged what he could.
He found the crew sometime later, murdered on the shore, their carcasses being cleaned up by

the planetoids natural scavengers.
He was the last one. He buried them all.
Several months passed but were uncounted as days by L’Zari — there being no setting of any of

the suns by which he could gauge the time. In that eternal day, the ships of his mother’s family found
him asleep on the deck of the ship without sails.

He was the last one — and had one further duty to perform. He told the tale, but it was a tale
without an ending, and he could not rest until the tale was told in full. The final fate of his father
remained a mystery. Had the Gorgon’s taken him? Had they healed him only to kill him again? Did he
live yet? Marren-kan and his Gorgon raiders were never known among the stories of humanity after
that time. He searched the stars, took those jobs that furthered his travel and his power but always with
the gnawing emptiness driving him from within. Marren-kan had vanished and with him the fate of his
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father. The boy passed from youth to manhood and from manhood into success and position but L’Zari
was never whole. The end of his father’s tale remained unknown. The story was not finished and until
it was complete, L’Zari could not rest.

He was the last one.
He had to finish the tale.
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